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Abstract

P2P data stores achieve high data availability by
introducing replication of data. As a consequence,
searching data may require to follow several routing
paths introducing additional communication. A for-
mal model of this additional communication is intro-
duced and evaluated based on a hypercube based P2P
data store.

1. Introduction

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data stores are becoming more
and more popular nowadays. They are used in sev-
eral application domains besides the popular file shar-
ing. For example, P2P systems maintain reputation
or trust information of people transacting with each
other [5] or support decentralized annotation of digital
libraries [14]. Dependent on these applications, there
are different requirements on data stores with regard to
data size, necessity to insert, update, and delete data,
or enforcing data security. One important aspect of the
latter is data availability in P2P data stores.

In this paper, the motivating application domain is
decentralized maintenance of reputation information of
people doing trade with each other. In particular, we
consider an application scenario where a distributed
trading system provides similar reputation information
as, e.g., eBay [4]. But due to its distributed nature, no
centralized party is available to maintain trading peo-
ple’s reputation information, nor is there a centralized
infrastructure to store those data. As a consequence, a
P2P data store built and supported by the people who
trade with one another is needed that maintains their
reputation information. A trader may want to perform
at least two kinds of actions:

• He/She wants information about the person

he/she is about to trade with. One can do this
with a query for the reputation of the potential
partner. This translates into a lookup in the P2P
data store.

• He/She may want to report and store the experi-
ence obtained during a trade into the reputation
system, which translates into an update of the P2P
data store.

Characteristic for this application domain is the size
of the data, which is comparatively small, while the
required data availability must be high. However, the
probability of a peer being online is rather small. Most
likely, a peer will only be online for the time to select
a trading partner, do business, and feed back his/her
experiences. Therefore, the aim is to come up with
a decentralized data store guaranteeing a configurable
data availability without increasing the query complex-
ity significantly. Both aspects - data availability and
query response time - are crucial user acceptance fac-
tors for such a reputation system.

A high data availability P2P data store based on hy-
percubes and data replication within hypercube nodes
has been introduced in [6]. Also the maintenance of
the P2P data store has been presented there. In this
paper, a theoretical model of the lookup part of a DHT
layer operation is introduced and simulations with peer
populations up to 10,000 peers are explored. It turns
out that the complexity of lookups is independent of
hypercube node size and the amount of data in the
P2P data store, but depends on peer availability.

We summarize the basics of hypercubes and the high
data availability extensions briefly in section 2. Section
3 provides a theoretical analysis of the approach, which
is validated in section 4. Finally, a discussion of related
work (section 5) and conclusions (section 6) follow.
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of layers

2. P2P Data Stores

Consider P2P networks that route packets to their
destination using a greedy routing algorithm. Peers in
these networks collaborate to form a structured overlay
that helps in locating resources efficiently. To this end,
they use an underlying network such as the Internet to
connect to one another and a data structure called Dis-
tributed Hashtable (DHT) which is necessary to map
a search key to a data item. Famous examples of these
networks are Chord[16] and those whose topology is a
k-ary tree like P-Grid[1] and Pastry[15], for instance.
According to Leighton [9], a hypercube is a very pow-
erful and well-understood network for parallel compu-
tation that can simulate the aforementioned networks
efficiently. Therefore, we decided to let our P2P net-
work be a hypercube. Since every P2P network imple-
ments a layered architecture, our P2P data store also
follows the identification of fundamental layers done
by Dabek et al. [3]. Figure 1 shows the abstractions.
All basic operations of the DHT layer like insert, up-
date, and lookup are dependent on successful routing
of messages through the P2P network. In particular,
DHT layer operations consist of two parts. The first
is based on finding the data item that fits to a given
search key or returning that there is no such data item,
whereas the second does the actual data item manipu-
lation. Thus, routing in hypercubes is a basic building
block for the DHT layer above and for the analysis in
this paper. But to make data actually available, our
P2P network offers an additional, orthogonal high data
availability concept.

2.1. Hypercube Networks

Every data item in a P2P network needs to be iden-
tified in a non-ambiguous way, which is accomplished
by a key, k ∈ K, where K = [0 . . . 2� − 1] represents the
key space. k is derived from the data item by use of
a collision-resistant hash function like SHA-1 [11], for
instance. It also has the desired feature of distribut-
ing keys uniformly over K. This guarantees a balanced

utilization of the hypercube since every node in the
hypercube is responsible for a unique range of keys,
so every data item is maintained by exactly one node.
By definition, a hypercube of dimension d has N = 2d

nodes, where the nodes are associated with an ID rep-
resented by a bit vector of size d. A node is connected
with d other nodes via bidirectional links. In particu-
lar, there is a connection between a node u = u1 . . . ud

and a node v = v1 . . . vd if and only if their two IDs
differ in exactly one bit.

Sending a message from node u to node v via such
a link represents a routing step. This, however, re-
quires routing tables maintained locally by each node.
They store d references to other nodes, one for each
dimension. The aim is to greedily forward search mes-
sages to a node that is closer to the destination. A
more detailed description is available in [6].

2.2. High Data Availability Concept

Our P2P data store extends the concept of a pure
hypercube found in parallel computers. Here, a group
of peers constitutes a hypercube node as opposed to a
processor. Peers of such a data replication group1 store
the same data items in their memory. They work to-
gether to enable data redundancy which is necessary
to achieve the required data availability since peers
may leave the P2P data store at their own discretion
making their data items unavailable. So a replication
group is accountable for data availability in contrast
to single peers in other P2P networks. Furthermore,
the self-organization of our P2P data store guarantees
sufficient replication group sizes without the need of
periodical data item refreshment. In particular, if the
number of peers increases or decreases greatly over a
period of time, there are maintenance operations called
split and coalesce which halve one or merge two hyper-
cube nodes into one, respectively. These operations
will be invoked in case the number of peers belonging
to a node exceeds an upper threshold or falls below a
lower threshold. Thus, high data availability can be
guaranteed. Details on maintenance operations can be
found in [6]. For the further understanding of our the-
oretical model, a description of the lookup algorithm
extending the basic routing algorithm is required and
provided next.

2.3. Lookup Operation

Recall that the overall objective of the lookup part
of a DHT layer operation is to find the data item that

1In the following, we use replication group and hypercube
node synonymously.
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fits to a given search key or to return that there is
no such data item. Every routing step helps in at-
taining this objective by forwarding search messages
to the node that is closer to the destination best in
a greedy fashion. Closeness for our P2P network is
defined as the size of an interval containing the search
key: the smaller the interval the closer the destination
Successfully routing a message requires implementing
routing tables that contain references to other nodes.
Every peer, pi, has its own routing table rt, denoted as
pi.rt[interval], which consists of one entry per dimen-
sion d of the hypercube represented by an interval of
data item keys and each referencing a directly reach-
able node. A node reference in turn is a list of peer
references pointing to peers that belong to that node.
In particular, a peer list consists of at least one peer
reference but may contain as many peer references as
there are peers belonging to that node. A peer refer-
ence comprises of IP address, port number, additional
meta information such as measured online status of a
remote peer, and packet round trip time.

In general, peers are considered to be online and con-
nected to the P2P data store. These peers are called
active, while those being offline or not connected are
called inactive. Due to the dynamics of the peer pop-
ulation and the delay of updates to routing table en-
tries, a routing table may contain references to inactive
peers. Having more than one peer reference in a peer
list provides optional routes between two nodes, which
support network cohesion in case of inactive peers. So
the probability of a sudden network partition due to
peer population dynamics decreases with the number
of peers contained in the peer list.

Also, the aim of the high data availability concept
is to ensure that each node has at least one active peer
that can reach at least one other active peer of nodes
whose references are stored in the peer’s routing ta-
ble. Algorithm 1 shows the message forwarding algo-
rithm implementing a routing step, which is used by
the lookup algorithm.

The aim of the algorithm 1 is to perform a rout-
ing step. In particular, this means that a message,
m, which has been received by a peer, ph, must be
forwarded by peer pi to a peer belonging to a node
associated with an interval interval. The first step is
to get the list of peers belonging to the node that is
responsible for interval interval. This list is stored in
peer pi’s routing table (see line 2). Then, a peer, px,
is randomly selected from peerList (line 5) and the
message m is sent to px (line 6). Sending messages is
done by calling an IP network primitive. Afterwards,
peer pi sends an acknowledgment to peer ph (line 8) to
signal it has received message m and sent m onwards.

Algorithm 1 performs a routing step
1: procedure forward message(pi, ph, interval, m)
2: peerList← pi.rt[interval]
3: counter ← 0
4: repeat
5: px ∈ peerList � choose px randomly
6: send(m, px) � send is a network primitive
7: if counter = 0 then
8: send(′ACK′, ph) � send acknowledgement
9: end if

10: answer← waitfor(px)
11: counter ← counter + 1
12: until answer = ′ACK′ or counter ≥ Cmin

13: if answer = ′ACK′ then
14: return ′success′

15: end if
16: return ′failure′

17: end procedure

Peer pi waits for an answer of peer px blocking the
execution (line 10) for a period of time. Calculating
this time-out value is done outside this algorithm. If
peer px fails to answer within this time frame, peer pi

considers px to be inactive regardless whether the time-
out was caused by not answering or due to a network
problem like congestion, for example. Calculating tight
timeout values can be done according to the approach
in [7]. This minimizes but does not preclude the risk
of dying DHT layer operations due to a failure of in-
termediate peers that become inactive just after they
have sent an acknowledgment. On the other hand, if an
acknowledgment arrives late due to network problems,
the search message might be duplicated. It is left to
the DHT layer operation originating peer how to deal
with duplicates in these rare cases. The whole process
of selecting a random peer, px, and sending message m
to it is done as long as anyone px answers, or a suffi-
cient number Cmin of peers from the peer list have been
tried without success (line 12). The derivation of the
bound Cmin for variable counter is based on the data
availability guarantees of the P2P data store. In partic-
ular, we demand as lowest bound that there be at least
one active peer per group present at any time that can
serve requests for data items. According to Knez̆ević et
al. [8], the counter probability of all peers being inac-
tive must be greater than the requested data availabil-
ity guarantee, a, i.e., Pr[A ≥ 1] = 1 − πinact

Cmin ≥ a,
where πinact is the probability of a single peer being
inactive and Cmin is the minimal number of distinct
peers belonging to each node. For a given data avail-
ability, a, and πinact the bound Cmin can easily be
calculated. Finally, lines 13 through 16 serve to signal
the calling DHT layer operation that either the routing
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step has finished successfully or not.

3. Analysis of the routing protocol

In the following, a theoretical model of the mean
communication overhead of the lookup part of DHT
layer operations is introduced. To this end, we an-
alyze the routing of messages through the hypercube
and derive an equation that quantifies the mean path
length over all lookups. Then we present an additional
equation on the mean number of attempts peers need
to make to forward a message to the next node thus
completing a routing step. Finally, the two results are
combined to quantify the mean lookup communication
overhead.

In order to carry out our analysis in a manageable
way, we require our P2P data store to be in steady
state or equilibrium, i.e., the average number of peers
in it remains constant over a period of time. If it were
not, the analysis would be much more complicate and
its presentation would exceed available space. So we
assume for the rest of the paper our P2P data store to
be in steady state. Since peers join and leave at their
own discretion, join and leave rates are equal and apply
to the entire P2P data store. Of course, the probability
of a peer being inactive, πinact, is directly proportional
to the leave rate and thus this rate has an important
influence on the communication overhead.

3.1. Mean path length

First of all, we need to define several properties. A
path, ñ = n0, . . . , nj , j ≤ d, is a sequence of hypercube
nodes of path length j that results from the execution
of the lookup part of a DHT layer operation starting at
node n0 and ending at node nj , where node ni+1 must
be reachable from node ni and 0 ≤ i < j, thus repre-
senting a routing step. An active peer, pa, belonging
to node ni can reach an also active peer, pb, belonging
to node ni+1 if pa can route a message directly to pb

and pb’s peer reference is stored in pa’s routing table.
If pa cannot find any active peer pb belonging to node
ni+1, then node ni+1 is called unreachable from pa.
There may, however, be other peers belonging to node
ni that can reach peers of node ni+1. This phenomenon
is called an overlay network anomaly. If the P2P net-
work consists of 2d−1 < v′ ≤ 2d replication groups,
we set v = 2d which serves for calculating conservative
mean path length values.

Theorem 1. Let X be the event of finding an arbi-
trary but fixed key, k, starting from any node, n0. The
probability of reaching destination node ns responsible

for k in exactly s steps with 0 ≤ s ≤ d, is

Pr[X = s] =

(
d
s

)
v

(1)

where v is the number of nodes in our P2P network,
which is in steady state. The expected number of steps
to find ns is

E[X ] =
d

2
(2)

for any DHT layer operation.

Proof. First of all, observe the probability of a node to
be responsible for a given key is 1

v . If a peer, which
needs to route a message further, can decide which of
the g ≥ 1 reachable nodes for the next step is suitable,
the probability increases to g

v .
We show the number of distinct hypercube nodes

that can be reached in step s from all hypercube nodes
of the previous step equals

(
d
s

)
. Our proof is by induc-

tion on the number of steps.
Initial step:

(
d
0

)
= 1. If k is element of the inter-

val n0 is responsible for, no further routing is required.(
d
1

)
= d. If k is element of one of the intervals of hyper-

cube nodes one step further, then by definition of the
hypercube, there can only be d potential nodes. Now
we assume

(
d

s−1

)
holds for all s − 1 > 0. Also keep

in mind that
∑s−1

i=0

(
d
i

)
distinct hypercube nodes have

been checked for responsibility in the previous s − 1
steps.

Inductive step: Our assumption holds when transi-
tioning from step s−1 to s if we can show

(
d
s

)
= z ·( d

s−1

)
by determining z. Whenever a message proceeds one
step further, it reaches sub-cubes of dimension d−s+1.
This feature of the lookup algorithm was proven earlier
in [6]. So in step s, (d − s + 1) · ( d

s−1

)
potential hyper-

cube nodes can be reached by
(

d
s−1

)
nodes. Observe,

however, the set of potential nodes contains duplicates.
This is because any hypercube node from this set can
be reached via s different paths. To see this, recall that
any hypercube node can be reached by any other node
in s − 1 steps, if the two nodes differ in exactly s − 1
bits. That means there are (s−1)! ways to route a mes-
sage between these two nodes. By the same argument,
there are s! ways overall when performing step s. But
our algorithm makes sure, any node will be reached in
precisely one way thus eliminating duplicate hypercube
nodes. But when there is exactly one path, we divide
the number of possible nodes in step s by s yielding a
total of z = d−s+1

s nodes. Multiply this z with
(

d
s−1

)
and the inductive step follows.
The expected number of steps for a DHT layer opera-
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tion follows directly from the definition of the mean.

E[X ] =
∞∑

i=0

i · Pr[X = i] =
d∑

i=0

i
(
d
i

)
v

=
1
v

d∑
i=1

id

i

(
d − 1
i − 1

)

=
d

v

d−1∑
i=0

(
d − 1

i

)
=

d

v
2d−1 =

d

2

where the last equality follows letting v = 2d thus com-
pleting the proof.

3.2. Mean number of attempts

In what follows, pxj denotes the jth peer selected
from peerList by pi in step 5 of algorithm 1 (j ≥ 1).
If pxj turns out to be inactive or unreachable from pi,
pxj+1 is selected uniformly at random from peerList
and pi retries to send the message. Notice that pxj is
not removed from peerList. The number of attempts is
proportional to the number of inactive or unreachable
peers. To see this, we show the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let πinact be the probability of any peer
being inactive and let πfail be the probability of a mes-
sage getting lost while in transit. Let Z be a ran-
dom variable corresponding to the number of attempts
a peer, pi, needs to make to forward a message to a
peer, pxz , of the next routing step. The probability
of pi to try exactly (px1 , ..., pxz−1, pxz), z ≥ 1 peers,
where pxz is an active and reachable peer and the other
pxj , 1 ≤ j ≤ z − 1 are not is

Pr[Z = z] = q · (1 − q)z−1 (3)

and the expected number of attempts is

E[Z] =
1
q

(4)

where q = (1 − πinact)(1 − πfail).

Proof. Clearly, the probability of any peer, px, being
active (1 − πinact) is independent of the probability of
a message reaching px (1−πfail). Thus the conditional
probability of both is q. Z is a geometric random vari-
able. To see this, note all message forwarding attempts
are independent of one another and the probability of
all z−1 being vain attempts is (1−q)z−1. If the zth at-
tempt is the first successful one, this occurs with prob-
ability q. The conditional probability of encountering
exactly z − 1 vain and 1 successful attempts follows by
multiplying both probabilities yielding equation 3.
The expected number of attempts is calculated accord-
ing to the general definition of the mean.

E[Z] =
∞∑

i=0

i · Pr[Z = i] =
∞∑

i=0

iq(1 − q)i−1 =
1
q

The last equality follows when substituting x for q.

3.3. Mean communication overhead

Now we are able to combine mean path lengths gen-
erated by a DHT layer operation and mean number of
attempts occurring at each routing step. Clearly, for-
warding peers have to make E[Z] attempts on average
to complete a routing step. E[X ] steps on average are
necessary for a search message to arrive at its destina-
tion thus yielding

E[X ] × E[Z] =
d

2q
=

d

2(1 − πinact)(1 − πfail)
(5)

This formula is especially beneficial for peers that want
to estimate the time a DHT layer operation takes to
produce a response on the existence of a data item.
Multiply equation 5 with an upper bound on the mean
latency on network links and peers have a good figure
on how long they have to wait in the average case.

4. Experimental validation

In this section, we describe our simulator and then
the experiments we conducted to show that the proto-
typical implementation of our P2P data store behaves
as predicted. To this end, we simulated different P2P
data store sizes (number of hypercube nodes) in com-
bination with different values of q to see if a sufficient
variety of simulation results fit to the theory.

4.1. Features of our simulator

We developed an activity-based simulator that al-
lows for concurrent, non-deterministic peer interac-
tions. We found this approach more suitable than a
pure discrete event simulation, a view that is also sup-
ported by authors of [17]. Our simulator is written in
Java and thus runs on many platforms. However, re-
source consumption is considerable. Simulating 10,000
peers requires more than 4 GB of main memory. This
is because every peer runs in its own thread. Experi-
menters can set many parameters. Basically, there are
three directives, i.e., protocol, network, and simulation.
The first one, protocol, configures which P2P network
is to be simulated and sets replication group parame-
ters such as group size in case of our P2P data store.
Currently, the simulator only supports our P2P data
store. We plan to simulate other P2P networks with it
to make simulation results between them more compa-
rable. The network directive sets parameters pertain-
ing to the network such as packet failure percentages
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Figure 2. Number of routing steps needed
varying v. πinact = 0, πfail = 0
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Figure 3. Num-
ber of attempts
needed when
varying πinact.
πfail = 0
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Figure 4. Num-
ber of attempts
needed when vary-
ing πfail. πinact = 0

and latencies. Finally, with the third directive, simu-
lation, one is able to configure the type, the frequency
in percent, and the total number of data store layer
operations that are to occur in a simulation phase. Ad-
ditionally, this directive allows for setting of the mean
interarrival time between two consecutive data store
layer operations and the configuration of how statistics
should be gathered.

4.2. Simulation setup

The core of each simulation experiment comprised
of a number of lookup operations, where each of them
starts from a randomly chosen active peer to find an
also random search key and records results on the num-
ber of attempts and routing steps a lookup operation
needs in order to be successful. Notice, a lookup op-
eration guarantees to always find a data item if it is
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Figure 5. Number
of attempts with
both failure mod-
els. Varying πinact,
fixing πfail = .25
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stored in the P2P data store. Furthermore, a simula-
tion experiment is divided into two phases, where the
first phase sets up the P2P data store. For all of our
experiments, we configured j peers to join the initially
empty P2P data store at first to grow it to v nodes,
then a fixed number of insertions of distinct data items
ensue. After that, f randomly chosen peers leave to
shrink our P2P data store to a target peer population
of N = j − f = πinact × j completing the first phase.
Acting in this way is necessary because simply having
j − f peers join the P2P data store would not lead to
the desired probability of a peer being inactive, πinact.
After setting up the P2P data store in this way, the
number of peers and thus the structure of the P2P
network remain constant.

The second phase serves the measuring of actions
generated by lookups. In particular, the overall mea-
surement is divided into several units, where each unit
comprises of a predefined number of lookup operations.
Units have been introduced to reduce the data volume
to be handled by the peers. In this evaluation, every
experiment has 10 units, each of them performs 500
lookups that write simulation results to a statistics file.
All activity starts occur with a Poisson distributed in-
terarrival rate of 50 msecs. We fixed the lower bound
of peers, Cmin, belonging to a replication group to 50.
This number is reasonable because it allows us to sim-
ulate hypercubes with dimensions up to 8 without ex-
ceeding our memory limit of 4 GB. Even if 90% of the
peers leave, at least one peer per node remains active in
the majority of cases. Moreover, we found out varying
this bound did not have an impact on the experiments.

4.2.1. Results on mean path length. In figure 2
various mean path lengths are shown for P2P data store
sizes from 0 to 256 nodes. We fixed the probabilities
πinact and πfail to 0 as we found varying these param-
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eters did not have an impact on the outcomes. For the
two upper lines, the upper x-axis is applicable using a
logarithmic scale. Results from theory (see Equation
2 in section 3.1) and practice match very well. The
relative error is 2.74% the maximum. For the lower
two lines, notice, simulation results are better than or
at least equal to results from theory because we de-
fined E[X ] as an upper bound on the average number
of routing steps in section 3.1. However, the error be-
tween simulation and theory gets larger as the number
of dimensions, d, increases due to the larger difference
between actual number of nodes v ≥ 2d−1 + 1 and the
maximum number of nodes v = 2d.

4.2.2. Results on mean number of attempts.
Figure 3 presents results from an experiment in which
we fixed the probability of network failures, πfail = 0
and the number of nodes, v = 16, and varied the proba-
bility of an inactive peer, πinact, from 0 to .9 in .1 steps.
The average number of attempts for a peer to forward
a message to a remote peer matches closely the calcu-
lated values from theory (see Equation 4 in section 3.2).
The relative error is 3.4% the maximum. Varying the
number of nodes v did not make any difference as was
expected that’s why we omit these figures here. Each
cross on the lower line resembles the maximum number
of attempts a peer has to make to forward a message,
that is, the number of applied routing steps. Note the
y-axis on the right is applicable to this line. Actually,
the chances for a peer to re-try this often are very low.
We measured 1 occurrence in 5000 lookup operations.
Lines shown in figure 4 result from a converse experi-
ment, where we varied the probability πfail from 0 to
.9 and fixed the probability πinact = 0 and the num-
ber of nodes v = 16. Here, too, the average number
of attempts matches closely corresponding values from
theory (see Equation 4 in section 3.2). The relative er-
ror is less or equal 1%. Maximum number of attempts
are again shown as crosses on the lower line using the
right y-axis.

In the third simulation, figure 5, we fixed the prob-
ability πfail = .25 and the number of nodes v = 20
and varied the probability πinact again from 0 to .9 to
show that these simulation results conform to the the-
ory when messages can get lost either due to peer or
network failure or both. The calculated (see equation
4 in section 3.2) and simulated average number of at-
tempts match very well. The relative error is less or
equal 2%.

The objective of the forth experiment was to get
more information on the distribution of the total num-
ber of routing attempts a successful lookup operation
needs. We set up a reference phase containing 500
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Figure 7. Total number of attempts over net-
work sizes 2 to 16 groups.

lookup operations and let probability πfail = .25, num-
ber of nodes v = 20, and probability πinact = .8. Figure
6 shows the frequency distribution. 5 lookup opera-
tions failed because the forwarding peer could not find
any active peer in its routing table for the next hop.
This happened due to the high πinact. More than half
of the 495 lookups succeed using up to 12 and more
than 90% need less than 30 routing attempts to find a
data item. The remaining 10% need 31 to 70 attempts.

4.2.3. Results on mean communication over-
head. In the next eight experiments, we were inter-
ested in whether the total number of attempts summed
over the lookup part of a DHT layer operation followed
the theoretical values calculated with equation 5 in sec-
tion 3.3. So we varied the number of nodes v from 2
to 256 and probability πinact from 0 to .8 in .1 steps.
We fixed probability πfail to a more realistic value of
.02, a very conservative estimate IP service providers
surpass easily in general. Other simulation parameters
are set up as mentioned above. To obtain accurate re-
sults, we calculated the average over all results from 10
simulation phases per value of nodes v, where a phase
again comprised of 500 lookup operations. Figure 7
shows results both from our theoretical model and the
simulation experiments. As we expected, values from
theory match nicely with those from the simulation.
The relative error is between 0.1% and 6.78% and thus
acceptable. We refrained from displaying extreme val-
ues of number of attempts in order to keep the figure
clear. We also do not display a diagram for results of
P2P data store sizes greater that 16 nodes because it
would not show any additional, not yet known informa-
tion concerning lookup operation performance. This
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shows, equation 5 gives a good estimation on the to-
tal number of attempts a lookup operation needs on
average. It also shows that increasing the failure prob-
abilities linearly increases the number of attempts ex-
ponentially, so low failure probabilities are highly de-
sirable. Note, the estimation holds even in case of high
peer population dynamics as long as πinact and πfail

remain constant throughout the execution time of a
lookup operation.

5. Related Work

Distributed database systems are a widely re-
searched field [12]. They have facilities to distribute
inserted data to available servers in the system also
providing high data availability guarantees on differ-
ent physical database levels, like e.g. erasure coding or
replication. The main difference compared to a high
availability P2P data store is their need for a central-
ized part controlling transactions, for instance.

Erasure codes have been applied to high available
P2P data storages [2]. In particular, this replication
method gives better file availability compared to other
approaches, in case of very large data sizes and a high
probability of peers being inactive. Both does not ap-
ply to the scenario investigated in this paper. Replica-
tion has been applied to P2P systems e.g. in [8, 13].
However, these approaches require the DHT to manage
the replication. Authors of [10] compare the perfor-
mance of some DHTs under varying πinact. The effects
of churn show the same consequences as we found in
our investigation. We, however, provide a formal model
to explain our results.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we described our P2P data store
whose topology is a hypercube and which ensures high
data availability. One prominent feature of it is that
hypercube nodes are data replication groups which
guarantee data once inserted are available at every
point in time. Based on this approach, we introduced a
theoretical model on the average total number of rout-
ing steps for the lookup part of DHT layer operations
and validated the model by extensive simulations. As
it turned out, theoretical values matched simulation
results with an error less then 10% the maximum.

Future work will draw on this model to resolve
the conflict between frequent routing table updates to
achieve best lookup performance and their bandwidth
consumption. Furthermore, the model will serve as a
basis for the estimation of costs pertaining to the self-
organization of replication groups.
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